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These themed SATs questions at the end of the unit will help test and expand students' understanding as well as help them prepare for next year's SATs. These questions have fully developed solutions that can be displayed on the board, making feedback to students more effective. Click
tes.com/.../KS2-Maths-Questions... for compilations of a similar
style on other KS2 topics, this particular compilation of geometry thread contains questions on reflections and translations. It can even be given to individual students if the parent asks for some more work! KEY POINTS: I gave full answers, with comments and work where useful. I have retained the style of actual SATs issues so that students can become
comfortable with the way SATs issues are presented. Most of the questions from the actual SATs articles, but I've also added questions, so this resource fits the requirements of the current curriculum better than older resources that are still in general use (note that many of the older resources of this type contain questions on topics that are no longer
addressed). I've spent a lot of time organizing issues so that there's an overall increase in complexity in the way students work through them, and so that they fit into pages better - it means less wasted space and significant paper savings when printing
the zlt'hr'gt;If you like this resource, then please rate it and/or leave a comment . If the Tariff Resource
button doesn't work on this page, go to the ratings page by clicking on the
www.tes.com/.../rate-resources... More FreeReport problem FreeReport problemIt's resource is for UK teachers. See the U.S. version. FreeReport ProblemIt is a resource designed for UK teachers. See the U.S. version. FreeReport ProblemIt is a resource designed for UK
teachers. See the U.S. version. FreeReport ProblemIt is a resource designed for UK teachers. See the U.S. version. Transformations are sheets of reflections that have been differentiated. Includes shape reflection on a square grid, reflections in x or y lines on the coordinate grid, and reflection description. Suitable for math KS3 or GSCE. An added bonus of
fun activities included - reflecting the mystery picture. Ideal for classes, homework, or conversion lesson revisions. If you need a reflection lesson find my Powerpoint and work book here. What's included: Blue (light) - reflective shape on the gold square grid (middle) - reflective shape in line such as x'2 or y'-1 (hard) - describing the conversion (Reflections)
Photos - students need to reflect the shapes to find out what picture picture is Dog). 2 difficulty levels included with this -1. The reflection lines are drawn in already 2. There are no reflection lines. FreeLesson teaches you how to translate and reflect shapes. Works well with the top set year 8 class or mid-set year 9. This lesson can be divided into 2 for lower
ability by dividing translations and reflections into individual lessons. Read moreFree Report
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